
Carewest news and information for everyone

Carewest George Boyack residents Valerie Lyon and Isabelle 
McCormick greet Calgary Fire Department Community Safety 
Officer Todd Berry. Todd came to 10 Carewest sites during Fire 
Prevention Month to teach residents and staff about fire safety 
around the home. See Pg. 9 for more.    Photo by Rebeckah Dirk 
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On behalf of our Board members and the 
entire Executive Leadership Team, I would 

like to extend to each of you and your families 
best wishes for a safe and happy 

holiday season and every success in 
2020.
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  Happy holidays    to Carewest staff, clients, families

Looking back on another 
productive year, we have 
much to be grateful for as we 
usher in the holiday season.

We know this is a challenging 
time for many in Alberta 
and it is essential that we 
continue to demonstrate 
good stewardship with the 
resources that have been 
entrusted to us. 

We must also continue 
to remind ourselves how 
fortunate we are to have been blessed with everything we 
have to enable our staff to provide the best possible care to 
residents and clients. 

When I reflect upon Carewest’s 58th year serving the 
residents of Calgary and area, our accomplishments and 
challenges, I can’t help but feel proud of some of the key 
milestones we have achieved in 2019.

Those key milestones over the 2019 year include:

• Over 742 staff responded to our Staff Experience Survey 
and I am delighted to see that almost 97.2 per cent of 
staff say they are proud of the work they do and 91.3 per 
cent would recommend Carewest to others as a good 
place to work.

• Carewest approved and began moving forward with an 
updated three-year Strategic Plan, which outlines how 
it will meet the increased demand in Calgary for mental 
health services, transitional care from hospital and 
enhanced community programming in support of those 
who need us most.

• Eighty Carewest leaders attended the LEADS in a Caring 
Environment framework training throughout the year 
and learned about the five domains of Lead Self, Engage 
Others, Achieve Results, Develop Coalitions and System 
Transformation.

• To ensure Carewest is an inclusive living and working 
environment for our staff and clients, it piloted the 
Diversity and Inclusion initiative at two sites, engaging 
staff and clients in exploration of their own perceptions 
and identified site champions in creating a safe place for 
LGBTQ2S+ clients and staff at Carewest. 

• Carewest Cross Bow – Carewest’s oldest site – was 
demolished this year to make way for the new Bridgeland 
Riverside Continuing Care Centre, which will feature 200 
private rooms and a Comprehensive Community Care 
(C3) program, operated by Carewest. The new centre is 
expected to be operational the summer of 2023.

• For the first time in its 58-year history, Carewest expanded 
outside Calgary, into a satellite office in Red Deer to offer 
Operational Stress Injury Clinic services to clients in the 
Central Zone. The clinic opened to serve the 30 per cent of 
the OSI Clinic population who live north of Calgary.

• To enhance and improve the experience for our residents, 
clients, families, staff and visitors, Wi-Fi was installed in 
all our care centres. Now, common areas at Carewest are 
serviced by a wireless network, so that residents, clients, 
families and staff can use their mobile devices to stay 
connected.

• Carewest celebrated the 50th anniversary of Carewest 
George Boyack, which opened its doors to the Calgary 
community in 1969 and the 100th anniversary of the 
Colonel Belcher Hospital, which opened to serve veterans 
of WWI in 1919. Carewest took over the operation of this 
iconic facility in its new location in 2003.

We also made some large-scale organizational changes in 
accordance with our updated Strategic Direction and 2018-
2019 Business Plan.

Those included the review of rotations at Carewest Colonel 
Belcher and Carewest Nickle House with a focus on improving 
them and making them more efficient. The new rotations were 
developed with a more resident-focused plan in mind and to 
allow for a better spread of the staffing skills mix. 
We also expanded sub-acute rehabilitation and alternate-
level-of-care programming at Carewest Sarcee in response to 
meeting a community need in the Calgary Zone. (See Pg. 5)

We are asking you – our staff, residents, clients and families 
– to support our new strategic direction and business plan 
initiatives and to demonstrate our shared values of caring, 
relationships, learning and responsibility in your actions each 
and every day.

I want to take this opportunity to personally thank all staff 
for their ongoing dedication, commitment and compassion 
demonstrating those values in all their interactions.

Thank you for working with us in this rewarding but constantly 
evolving industry and always striving towards the continuous 
delivery of safe, quality care for our residents and clients.

For our staff working on Christmas Day, we hope platters of 
sweets and treats from our Executive Leadership Team might 
make your day bright.
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Samara Sinclair
Manager, Communications & Marketing

Influenza scheduleThere's still time - get your flu shot Program expansion begins at Sarcee

Kathrina Valentos, LPN at Carewest George Boyack expertly delivers an influenza 
immunization to Manager, Communications & Marketing Samara Sinclair. About 
71 per cent of Carewest staff have been immunized as of Nov. 30, 2019 data 
but there is still time! There is three months to go in the current flu season and 
staff can be immunized by any one of their site's designated nurses (look for the 
orange nametag, like Kathrina's).                                          Photo by Samara Sinclair

Thank you - from United Way

Meeting the needs of the community has always been 
an important part of the value Carewest demonstrates to 
Alberta Health Services and to the residents of the city of 
Calgary. 

Part of the role Carewest plays in our community and part of 
our strategic plan includes being flexible and responsive to 
those needs. 

There is a need for more sub-acute rehabilitation and 
alternate-level-of-care capacity in the community of Calgary 
and area and Carewest will expand this programming in 
response to the community need at Carewest Sarcee. 

The first step in this expansion of programming at Sarcee will 
include the conversion of 15 beds in the Hospice and 45 beds 
on some of the other units to support this clientele as they 
transition primarily from an acute care setting into a care 
environment more appropriate to their needs. 

Calgary will not be losing those Hospice spaces, as AHS is 
working on building capacity elsewhere in the Calgary Zone. 

Staff and residents may notice some minor renovations 
taking place to prep the spaces for the new clientele. During 
this time, none of Carewest’s current residents or clients will 
be asked to move from Sarcee. 

Residents may be asked to shuffle rooms so their care needs 
can best be met but all disruption will be kept to a minimum 
and will only be done with residents and families in mind.

There will also be no involuntary job loss for staff or 
volunteers. Carewest staff and volunteers currently working 
on affected units will be offered positions in the new 
program or elsewhere throughout the organization. 

Carewest understands its staff have been doing extremely 
specialized work during their time at Sarcee, whether in the 
hospice or in long-term care. 

We want to thank staff in advance for their patience, 
understanding and willingness to learn something new, try 
something different and expand their skillset. We have so 
much opportunity for skilled staff at Carewest and will work 
to find meaningful opportunities for everyone. 

We know our staff, volunteers, physicians and many family 
members, have strong emotional ties to the Hospice. We 
want to recognize those connections and the amazing history 
behind this program and its people by hosting a Celebration 
Event to thank everyone for what they have put into this 
program and celebrate all it has given in return. All Sarcee 
staff are welcome to join. We will be sending out more 
information about the event in the New Year. 

We anticipate that the programming will be operational in 
early 2020.

Mental illness affects everyone in some way. We all likely 
know someone who has experienced mental illness at some 
point, yet there are still many incorrect perceptions about 
mental illness that make it harder to reach out for help.

Common myths about mental illness:

Myth: Mental illnesses aren't real illnesses
Mental illnesses create distress, don't go away on their own 
and are real health problems with effective treatments. 
When someone breaks their arm, we wouldn't expect them 
to just "get over it".

Myth: Mental illness will never affect me
All of us will be affected by mental illness. Researchers 
estimate as many as one in five Canadians will experience 
a mental illness at some point in their life. You may not 
experience a mental illness yourself, but it's very likely that 
a family member, friend or co-worker will experience a 
mental illness.

Myth: Bad parenting causes mental illness
No one factor can cause mental illness. They are 
complicated conditions that arise from a combination of 
genetics, biology, environment and life experiences. Family 
members and loved ones do have a big role in support and 
recovery.

Myth: People with mental illness can't handle stress
Stress impacts well-being but this is true for everyone. 
People with mental illness may actually be better at 
managing stress than those who haven't experienced 
mental illness because they learn skills like stress 
management and problem-solving.

Myth: People with mental illness are dangerous
Researchers agree mental illness is not a good predictor 
of violence. In fact, people who experience mental illness 
are no more violent than people who haven't. People 
who experience mental illness are much more likely to be 
victims of violence, than to be violent.

CAREWEST WELLNESS Resource CORNER

 

Care about YOUR  health

If you haven't gotten your flu shots 
yet, there is still time! Ask one of your 
site's designated nurses (look for the 
orange nametag) before March 31, 
2020 for the vaccination. Influenza 

immunizations are free for all Carewest 
staff, clients and volunteers.

Carewest Site % staff
immunized

Carewest Administration 71%

Carewest Colonel Belcher 67%

Carewest George Boyack 71%

Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning 66%

Carewest Garrison Green 79%

Carewest Glenmore Park 73%

Carewest Nickle House 78%

Carewest OSI Clinic 90%

Carewest Royal Park 59%

Carewest Rouleau Manor 60%

Carewest Sarcee 74%

Carewest Signal Pointe 82%

Carewest C3 Beddington 69%

Total staff immunized 71%

The 2019 Carewest United Way Pledge Campaign was held 
from October 28th to November 15th. A big thank you to 
those who donated! The United Way of Calgary and Area 
holds an annual campaign from September to December, but 
you can be involved year-round.  
 
Visit their website and be inspired. There are many success 
stories and videos, volunteer opportunities and think-tank 
sessions to participate in. Here are a few:    

Gen Next!  This exclusive United Way program brings 
together local changemakers in their 20s and 30s to take 
action and inspire the next generation of community leaders.  
calgaryunitedway.org/do-local-good/gen-next

Women United!  Behind every great woman are the people 
who have her back. Women United is a growing movement 
of more than 70,000 women around the world dedicated to 
creating equal opportunity for all. Locally, this network of 
strong female philanthropists bring people together to create 
lasting social change.  
calgaryunitedway.org/do-local-good/women-united

The Social Impact 
Lab!  United Way has 
partnered with local 
strategic design firm 
J5 to develop The 
Social Impact Lab, a 
physical and digital 
space where United 
Way agency partners, 
government, donors, 
businesses, community 
members, and corporate 
volunteers can come together 
to solve – rather than serve – 
complex social issues in new and innovative ways.
calgaryunitedway.org/impact/the-social-impact-lab

In the United Way community alone, in 2018, 40,413 people 
volunteered 521,870 hours to improve lives locally.
calgaryunitedway.org/do-local-good/volunteer

~ Submitted by Debbie Chaisson
Executive Administrative Assistant
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Systems Transformation: Fifth LEADS DomainTherapeutic Recreation Month celebrated

Are you ready to engage your team wholeheartedly? 

Brené Brown’s New York Times bestseller book “The Gifts 
of Imperfection” discussed that wholehearted leadership is 
the next level of leadership. 

To be all in requires the courage, compassion and 
connection… with ourselves first, then our teams.

Wholehearted leadership is about engaging in our lives 
from a place of worthiness. 

It means cultivating the courage, compassion and 
connection to wake up in the morning and think no matter 
what gets done and left undone, I am enough.  

One of the qualities for wholehearted leadership is 
authenticity. 

There are people who consciously practice being authentic, 
there are people who don’t and there are the rest of us 
who are authentic on some days and not so much on other 
days. 

Authenticity is not something we have or don’t have. It’s a 
practice – a conscious choice of how we want to live. 

Authenticity is a collection of choices that we have to make 
every day. It’s about the choice to show up and be real. 
The choice to be honest. The choice to let our true selves 
be seen. 

Wholehearted leadership is not about the fast track or 
getting to the end in five easy steps. 

It is about the real, best and most authentic version of you 
engaging with your teams with courage, compassion and 
connection. 

It might simply be the courage to say I don’t know or sitting 
with someone going through a tough time or asking your 
newest recruit what they think we should be doing. 

It’s okay to go to bed thinking I am imperfect, vulnerable 
and sometimes afraid, but that doesn’t change the truth – 
we are enough. 

Wholehearted leaders enjoy their job, care deeply about 
their organization, staff and customers. 

Why not dig deep and take your first step today? Make a 
choice, be authentic and lead your team wholeheartedly.

"Authenticity is a collection of choices that we have to make every day. It’s about the 
choice to show up and be real. The choice to be honest. The choice to let our true 
selves be seen."                                                                                                                        ~ Brené Brown

Authentic whole-hearted leadership

Have you ever stopped to 
wonder, "What is a Recreation 
Therapist? What do they do?" 

If you asked the clients and 
residents at Carewest they 
would say “They get me more 
involved in things,” or “She 
got me a book with printing 
big enough for me to read, 
and now I have a library card."

Recreation Therapists work 
with people across a variety 
of settings including long 
term-care, rehabilitation 
units, and adult day programs, 
addressing physical, mental, 
emotional, cognitive, 
social and spiritual needs. 
Recreation Therapists use 
evidence-based practice to 
enhance well-being. But what 
does that really mean? Let’s 
take a closer look.

Imagine a small group of people gathered around a 
table. The leader is handing out vintage Valentine’s cards, 
chocolates and playing some love songs in the background. 
They are asking questions like “Did you ever hand out 
Valentine’s Day cards to a friend?”. “Did you ever get 
chocolate on Valentine’s Day?”. The people in the group 
are sharing stories, looking at the items and enjoying the 
delicious chocolate.

It might look like fun and games, but a lot more is going on 
here than meets the eye. One of the participants has been 
spending a lot of time in their room; this group is giving 
them an opportunity to socialize and improve their mood. 

Another person is living 
with the early symptoms of 
dementia; the group allows 
them an opportunity to 
reminisce and strengthen their 
cognitive muscles. Another 
person spends much of their 
day pacing the hallways; 
the group decreases their 
wandering and aggressive 
behaviour. 

What looks like a simple 
Valentine’s Day group from the 
outside is actually an evidence-
based practice to improve well-
being. 

Let’s take a look at another 
example. Bob has recently 
had a stroke. His whole world 
has changed. He now uses a 
wheelchair and has difficulty 
communicating. He loves 
getting out for a coffee and a 

stroll through the mall. 

A Recreation Therapist educates Bob on how to use 
accessible transportation and goes with him on his first 
outing to the mall. Along the way, the Recreation Therapist 
helps him navigate using the bus, locate automatic door 
openers and talks with him about some of his worries about 
going back into the community. 

So next time you see a Recreation Therapist building a bird 
house with someone or leading a walking group, give them 
a smile or say thank you for making the world a brighter, 
happier, healthier place to be. 

~ Submitted by Emily Dukeshire, Recreation Therapist

Did you know that February is Therapeutic Recreation month? If you have ever visited a Carewest site, then you 
have probably seen a Recreation Therapist. Maybe you saw them working side-by-side with a resident in the 

garden or maybe you saw them facilitating an art group or organizing the next bus trip. 

Quotes from residents:
“They get me more involved in things.”

“Some old people don’t know they can do anything 
and they are pleasantly surprised when they meet 

those girls.” 

“You never know what you can do until you try.”

“She got me a book with printing big enough for 
me to read, and now I have a library card. I never 

thought I would read again.”

“I took the LRT train and even saw the new library.”

“We do colouring and there are so many pictures to 
choose from.” 

“I look forward to seeing you and doing something 
different and fun each week!"

 “It was good to feel young and alive.”
 

“It was good for my soul.”

Choosing authenticity 
means:

• Cultivating the courage to be 
imperfect and set boundaries 

to allow ourselves to be 
vulnerable.

• Exercising the compassion that 
comes from knowing that we 
are all made of strength and 

struggle. 

• Nurturing the connection and 
sense of belonging that can 

only happen when we believe 
we are enough. 

We do that by:

• Putting yourself out there. 

• Expressing your ideas. 

• Contributing at visibility walls.

How do we dig deep to be 
our true authentic selves? 

• Deliberate in our thoughts and 
behaviours. What is our goal 
for our residents, sites and 

Carewest?

• Aspire to make new and 
different choices. Think about 
what can be done differently 

that aligns with your individual 
and Carewest values. 

• Go, take action and do it. 
Don’t be afraid to bring your 

ideas forward to your team to 
discuss potential changes.

Article submitted by:

Dawne Pettipas 
Project Coordinator, Facilities

Melinda Podolsky
Client Service Manager, Royal Park
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Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications & Marketing

I really love reaching people. 
Today, that is what allows me 
to be part of helping veterans 

and RCMP members at the OSI 
Clinic.

““Employee profile  
Jeff Krahn
Program Facilitator
Carewest Operational Stress Injury Clinic

Employee profile: Jeff Krahn 
Continued from Page 8

“I meet with our clinicians on a regular basis to discuss 
treatment planning to help keep clients moving forward 
through the program. The team has worked hard here to 
reduce our waitlist significantly,” says Jeff.

“Our goal is to serve as many veterans and RCMP members 
as we can while maintaining our high standard of care.” 

Jeff has also started a pain management education series at 
OSI and has already brought several interesting and unique 
concepts to the clients.

“I spent a lot of years juggling. Growing up in Winnipeg, 
one of the things to do during recess in -30ᵒC was to join 
the juggling club at school. So, we’ve added a juggling 
component as a group activity at the OSI Clinic and use 
it to help teach the concepts of pain management,” says 
Jeff, making it look deceptively easy as he demonstrates, 
casually rotating three colourful balls through the air.

“A key component of pain management is learning how to 
use the concepts of mindfulness and novel activity to help 
increase function. By directing our focus away from pain, 
we can begin to rewire the brain, and learning to juggle is 
definitely a novel and fun activity for almost everyone.”

Physical activity is a big part of Jeff’s life, as he spends as 
much time as he can outside with his 16-month-old border 
collie cross, Truman.

When he was younger, he competed in diving and 
basketball competitions and today, he enjoys mountain 
biking, hiking, backcountry skiing, travelling and scuba 
diving.

Looking back on the path he took to get where he is today 
in his career, Jeff is reflective.

“I’m very proud of the road that got me here and I’m very 
happy to be working at the Carewest OSI clinic,” says Jeff. 
“Overall it’s looking at client care from the big picture and 
being a small part of a team that is doing unbelievable 
work.”

Jeff Krahn, Program Facilitator at the Carewest Operational 
Stress Injury (OSI) Clinic, launched his career with a set 
of professional skills and experience he earned in a most 
unconventional manner.

It turns out, you gain great insight about people while 
slinging drinks as a bartender at the summit of Grouse 
Mountain, where skiers and snowboarders congregate to 
enjoy a five-star dining experience.

Understanding people, their values, personalities and 
strengths goes a long way for Jeff, in helping clients get the 
most out of the services of the OSI clinic.

“When you bartend for 10 years, you learn about people. 
Bartenders at Grouse Mountain are actually more like 
concierges. They are expected to make recommendations for 
tourism services all over the city, based on their clientele,” 
he says.

“I really love reaching people. Today, that is what allows me 
to be part of helping veterans and RCMP members at the OSI 
Clinic.”

Jeff was born in Winnipeg and moved to Vancouver in his 
early 20s and decided to go back to school, after working for 
a few years in the hospitality industry. 

He had taken some schooling in Business at the University 
of Manitoba but changed his career path upon arrival to 
the west coast, beginning a program in Sciences at Capilano 
University and then a Kinesiology Degree in the Biomedical 
Sciences Program at Simon Fraser University.

He worked at Grouse Mountain to pay for his tuition 
and upon graduation he started as a Kinesiologist at the 
Vancouver Pain Clinic, completing exercises and functional 
work with clients suffering from chronic pain.

In 2011, Jeff transferred to Calgary with the same company 
and after a few years, began managing their Bridgeland 
office and assisting with their Canmore location.

“One of the big things we did was develop a pain 
management program for veterans. Working with the 
veterans was my favourite part of my job and I am very 
happy to be able to continue working with them today,” says 
Jeff.

“We developed a relationship with the OSI Clinic because 
we were trying to balance our program with the work clients 
were completing there.”

Jeff joined the team at the Carewest OSI Clinic in 2018, as 
the clinic was undergoing expansion to serve more clientele.
The clinic expanded its Market Mall location and opened a 
satellite office in Red Deer to treat clients in central Alberta – 
Carewest’s first time operating outside Calgary.

Jeff’s role as program facilitator serves to ease project 
flow by standardizing programming, ensuring the clinical 
workloads of staff are manageable and focusing on the 
reduction of client wait times.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Q&A with Fire Department Safety Officer
Calgary Fire Department Community Safety Officer Todd Berry visited 10 Carewest sites during Fire Prevention Month 

to teach residents and staff about fire safety around the home. Here are some of the questions he answered.

Q. How long does it take for the Fire Department to 
respond to emergency calls?
A. The goal is under seven minutes. There are 41 fire 
stations across Calgary.

Q. If there is a fire in House 5, and I’m in House 3, do I have 
to evacuate?
A. The Fire Department would decide if we need to 
evacuate more of the building. During Code Red (fire), 
people in immediate danger are moved behind the safety 
of the nearest fire doors. At Carewest, Code Green means 
evacuation. In Stage 1 Code Green, people in the involved 
unit(s) move behind the fire doors. Stage 2 Code Green is 
evacuation of the entire building. 

Q. What if you are stuck in bed?
A. Sprinklers make the buildings very safe. The sprinkler 
system is very efficient to control and isolate the fire. Staff 
and firefighters will help evacuate people. Even if there 
is smoke, fire fighters can search for people with thermal 
imaging cameras. Once you are safe behind a fire door, 
never go back for valuables.

Q. How high should carbon monoxide detectors be?
A. It is a misconception that they need to be low. Carbon 
monoxide is the same density as air so the detector can be 
at any height.

Q. What’s the hardest fire to put out?
A. When houses are built close together, the fire can 
easily spread to neighbours’ houses. The Fire Department 
tries to protect the houses on either side. Homes with 
open-concept floor plans allow fires to spread quickly. 
Closed doors slow the spread of fires. Carewest sites have 
sprinklers and fire doors to provide protection against fire.

Q. How do you protect yourself from carbon monoxide? 
A. Have a carbon monoxide detector in each level of your 
home; especially outside sleeping areas. Never idle a vehicle 
in a garage, even with the door open. This could happen 
by accident, if a child playing with keys clicks the automatic 
car starter. Never BBQ inside your garage even when the 
weather is cold. Have your furnace and hot water heater 
serviced regularly. Check your furnace monthly. Change 
filters every 3 months or more in the winter. If your carbon 
monoxide alarm goes off or you experience symptoms such 
as nausea, dizziness, or headaches, get out of your home 
and call 911. Carbon monoxide is odorless and tasteless. 
At high levels it causes unconsciousness and death within 
minutes and is known as the ‘silent killer’.

Q. Is there a cost when you call the Fire Department?
A. No. Even if the fire has been extinguished, call the Fire 
Department to confirm heat hasn’t spread. In Calgary, there 
is at least one cooking fire every day. 
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     Remembrance Day around Carewest

Staff Experience Survey the basis of improvement

Pilot maximizes pharmacist scope of practice
In March 2019, a pilot project was started on the third floor  
at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning to maximize the pharmacist 
scope of practice by including prescribing to clinical 
pharmacist activities. 

A pharmacist must apply to the Alberta College of 
Pharmacists for additional prescribing authority after at least 
one full year on the clinical register. Other requirements 
include having a strong collaborative relationship with 
other regulated health professionals, maintaining necessary 
knowledge to enhance patient care and having the required 
supports in place. 

The pilot began with Christine Mercado, pharmacist, working 
with physician, Dr. Scott Samis, lead physician on third floor. 
The goal of the pilot was to improve client care and overall 
flow of the unit by maximizing pharmacist scope of practice 
through medication adaptation and prescribing. The first 
point of contact for nursing staff became the pharmacist, 
Christine, for medication re-orders. 

She reviewed the re-order list and assessed if a medication 
is needed to continue. If there was a need, Christine would 
write a new order or extend the stop date as needed. 

As Christine was the full-time pharmacist on third floor, she 
had the time to develop strong collaborative relationships 
with physicians, she attended rounds routinely and was 
knowledgeable about clients' conditions and care plans. 

Pharmacist prescribing 
improved flow on the 
unit and decreased calls 
to physicians. 

Client comfort and 
safety was positively 
impacted as medication 
orders were given 
and treatments were 
able to start in a more 
timely fashion.  

Christine became the 
first point of contact 
for nursing staff when 
there was a need for 
medication reorder. The 
value-add of having a 
pharmacist available to 
problem-solve medication questions then write an order was 
tremendous. 

In terms of the care team on third floor, by increasing the 
scope of practice of the pharmacist, Christine was able to 
become an integral member of the health care team and a 
pivot point for staff. The pharmacist’s engagement on the 
health care team increased throughout the pilot and in the 
end, all physicians on the floor were utilizing Christine’s 
expertise. ~ Submitted by Jennifer Ficzycz

Pharmacy Manager

Carewest Colonel Belcher resident 
Trevor Pledge lays a wreath on behalf 
of the army during Remembrance Day 
services at the care centre.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Joanne Webber, who used to volunteer 
at Carewest Colonel Belcher with her 
husband James, lays a poppy in his 
memory, as he was an Air Force captain.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Carewest Glenmore Park client Eva (Loretta) 
McIntosh attends the Remembrance Day 
event with staff.

Photo courtesy Darlin Dulce

It’s that time of the year again to give us your feedback 
about work life at Carewest. 
Last year, 34 per cent of staff took the time to tell us 
about their work experience at Carewest by taking the 
survey. This is a great result but we know there is always 
opportunity for improvement and encourage all staff to  
take a few minutes to complete the survey online.
 
Staff are Carewest's most important resource and your 
input helps us identify both successes and where we have 
opportunity to improve worklife experience and our goal 
of a progressive work environment.  
The Staff Experience Survey asks for staff feedback in 
areas including general satisfaction, communication, 
teams, education, safety and leadership. There is room for 
you to provide constructive comments as well to help us 
understand your responses.   
 

This year, the Staff Experience Survey will be only 
accessible online given that most staff responded online 
last year.  This will save us all time and additional costs for 
data entry. We will be sending all staff a link to the survey 
through their corporate e-mail and making it available on 
Careweb.  The survey will be open on January 15th. You 
can respond on any computer or smart phone using that 
link on your browser. 
 
As with past surveys, your individual responses are always 
anonymous and data is only reported in summary (e.g. by 
site or program). Your voice is then added to others to help 
us prioritize where we might need to learn more about a 
particular issue, or drive improvements at Carewest. The 
time you take to be involved is really appreciated.

Love and thanks from C3 Beddington client
Not only have I been blessed with an amazing, loving 
family, but I am lucky to have discovered the C3 program. 
The kindness and hard work of the nurses, doctors, and 
other staff has been a very beautiful part of my life. 

When I walked into the centre on the first day, I was 
reluctant. I wondered what I was getting myself into. I 
wondered if it was going to be a place where they abuse 
and mistreat senior citizens, something I had heard 
about on and off over the years and couldn't help but 
worry about. That people could disrespect those that had 
brought them to this day was hard to believe. 

As all people do, I just wanted to be treated well. But I 
didn't expect it to be as perfect as it was. What a great 
surprise it was, to meet such extraordinary people. They 
went all out to make me feel comfortable. They tended to 
my every need. 

The chairs were pulled out for me and they helped me sit 
down. Wherever I looked, there were angels tending to 
my health and happiness. 

I felt like angels were flying all around me, and it was 
beautiful. That was over a year ago and nothing has 
changed. They are just as wonderful as they were then. 

Whoever picked out the workers for C3 knew what they 
were doing. I would like to write down some of their 
names but that would leave someone out, and to me they 
all deserve the credit.

My doctor and nurses are amazing, so kind and loving. 
And all of the workers who helped me. Everything you 
need is there. 

They take your blood pressure, weigh you, make sure you 
don't forget to take your medications. And no matter how 
busy they are, the doctor, nurses, and helpers always have 
time to smile.

I am more than proud to be a member of the group, a 
group that gets along so well and always helps each other. 
Thank you for everything.                 ~ Love, Sylvia Belliveau
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Staff Experience Survey the basis of improvement
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don't forget to take your medications. And no matter how 
busy they are, the doctor, nurses, and helpers always have 
time to smile.
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Resident profile: Rob Lewin 
Continued from Page 12

“I found work but not easily. I struggled and committed 
myself. I worked hard, building a resume and walking the 
streets, knocking on doors, handing it out.”

It wasn’t long before Rob was on the bus again, this time 
heading towards Vancouver in search of a better life. 

Which he did find for a time, after meeting a girl at a Heart 
concert, getting married and settling down in Langley.

During that time, he continued his bad habits – eventually 
drawing attention from the local police, who arrested him 
for selling marijuana and Rob was sentenced to two years 
in prison.

He was transferred to Calgary and after his release, he 
returned to the lifestyle that he was accustomed to and 
for the next 30 years of his life, Rob made a home for 
himself on the streets of Calgary, often taking refuge under 
the spruce trees in Lindsay Park with others, enjoying the 
warmth of a fire they kept burning.

This carried him through Calgary’s coldest winters, as 
well as an extra sleeping bag, multiple jackets and pairs 
of jeans and the occasional night in the Calgary Drop-In 
Centre.

“The drugs and alcohol numb you from the temperatures 
and the truth from reality that you’re hungry. Sure, I don’t 
have a hamburger but four days from now, St. Mary’s 
opens up for food service so I’m sure I can stay alive for 
four days,” says Rob.

“It was a slow downhill spiral until I found the need to 
reach out to Carewest.”

Rob’s social worker referred him to Carewest Rouleau 
Manor, where he was admitted July 2018.

“I am thankful every day to be here in Rouleau Manor. 
Fresh linens and medicine and meals – it’s all looked 
after. I am so grateful that I found this facility with all the 
resources that are available here.”

In Rob’s spare time, he loves watching hockey games, 
playing backgammon or cribbage and used to take great 
joy in playing Frisbee or basketball in the park.

Looking forward to the future, Rob is excited to accomplish 
several short-term goals – one being registration in 
Recovery College in Calgary, to take courses on becoming 
a better communicator and improving on assertiveness 
skills.

The life path 57-year-old Rob Lewin chose to take may 
have been full of dark spaces but today the Carewest 
Rouleau Manor resident chooses a life of positivity, 
strength and seeing all the silver linings.

Rob was born and raised in Red Deer as one of seven 
children and had the good fortune of spending four 
of his formative years in England and Scotland, as his 
father was completing contracted work designing oil 
and gas drilling rigs.

While there, he excelled in basketball and hockey, 
visited Spain, Amsterdam, Russia and France and 
attended a private American school.

After his father’s contracts were completed, they 
moved back home to Alberta and Rob was forced to 
repeat Grades 7-9, as the public board of education did 
not formally recognize the American school standards.

“I was excited to come back to Canada. I really wanted 
to go home where my friends and family were. But by 
the time I got into Grade 10, I was three years older 
than everyone,” says Rob.

“I missed the excitement of the travelling and the big 
world. I begged for permission from my parents to 
move out of the house when I was 15. I wanted to 
work. I got a girlfriend and a motorcycle and all hell 
broke loose.”

Rob worked as a short-order cook at a truck stop along 
Red Deer’s Gasoline Alley and moved in with three 
“ruffian roommates”, who supported and encouraged 
Rob’s biker lifestyle.

This lifestyle included alcohol and drugs, and 
culminated one fateful day, four months before his 
16th birthday, into an accident that left Rob paralyzed 
along his left side, comatose for 51 days and when he 
awoke, unable to walk or think clearly.

“I was drinking and crashed my motorcycle without a 
helmet. Hopefully my testimony will warn people away 
from alcohol,” says Rob.

“It took a while to know my name and do simple things 
like get dressed. It took me two years to learn how to 
walk. It took a couple of years to come out of the fog. 
It was a long road of recovery after that.”

Samara Sinclair 
Manager, Communications & Marketing

Continued on Page 13

Rob lived in a series of continuing care and therapy centres, ending 
up at an occupational therapy centre in Edmonton that ceased their 
services when he turned 18.

Now on the street, without a job and no place to stay, Rob lived in 
group homes and halfway houses by collecting government cheques 
and working part-time in fast-food restaurants.

After a few years, Rob decided on a change of scenery and took a 
bus to Calgary.

“They call it a geographical cure. If I move, maybe all my troubles 
will go away. They didn’t,” he says.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Resident profile
Rob Lewin
Carewest Rouleau Manor

““ I missed the excitement of 
travelling the big world. I begged 
for permission from my parents 
to move out of the house when I 

was 15.

Kudos from doctor client at Glenmore Park
I was not aware of Glenmore Park's existence, so when 
I was told I would be transferred to Glenmore from 
Rockyview Hospital, it was unknown to me.

I was advised I would be placed on the MSK unit with 
physiotherapy but did not know much else.
 
Once I arrived, I was assessed by several professionals and 
was impressed by this process. Glenmore is superb and is 
outstanding for both in-house and outpatient care.

I did not receive a paper copy of the goals that were 
designed for my care but it was explained to me verbally by 
the senior physiotherapist.

The outcome measures worked out exactly as predicted 
and as an academic with an expertise in program 
evaluation, I can see how this was done with effectiveness, 
efficiency and completed with quantitative (measurement, 
observation, evidence-based goals) and qualitative indices 
(observation, patient-input and commentary).

Everyone tried as hard as they could to provide a clean 
environment. It is difficult to do with such an aged building. 

You are doing very well under these circumstances!

The health staff are absolutely super! They care, are kind, 
offer options, are in excellent humour and get along so well 
together and with clients. This is also the case when they 
are faced with difficult clients. Kudos to these people who 
respond so compassionately.
 
The Physio and OT staff are unbelievable. They don't miss 
a beat, have terrific senses of humour, and really work as a 
team. Their ability to work with clients of various cognitive, 
age, language and cultural backgrounds is truly impressive.

The meals are very good and I appreciated the care taken 
to provide meals that respond to clients' needs.

In closing, I am grateful that I have been given the 
opportunity to recover at Glenmore. Thank you very much 
for everything you have provided me during my stay with 
you over the last eight weeks.

~ Dr. Jo-Anne Willment 
Client, Carewest Glenmore Park
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~ Dr. Jo-Anne Willment 
Client, Carewest Glenmore Park

Activity station supports clients with dementia
Ruth Zwolinski 
Manager, Compensation & Benefits

Hannah Von Rothkirch
Calgary Health Trust

Minister of Health visits Dr. Vernon Fanning
Staff on the 1 East unit 
at Carewest Dr. Vernon 

Fanning pose with Minister 
of Health Tyler Shandro, 

who paid a visit to the care 
centre to job shadow staff 

during their shift. 

RNs Ying Wu and 
Rodalyn Manuba walked 

the Minister through 
the experience, while 

he observed their 
workload, which included 

the completion of a 
medication round, resident 
assessments and review of 

physician orders. 

Photo courtesy James 
Finstad

Through our Close to Home initiative, Calgary Health 
Trust donors make Carewest feel like home for the diverse 
population of residents and their families. 

It’s an investment in providing people with the means to 
enjoy a meaningful and vibrant life on top of the already 
excellent care from the compassionate and dedicated staff 
at these sites.

A recent Carewest project funded by Calgary Health Trust 
donors is an activity station for residents with dementia. 

The station provides residents with a variety of stimulating 
activities to reduce anxiety, confusion and distraction. With 
the wide assortment of tools and activities in this mobile 
station, there is something for everyone in the Carewest 
population to enjoy.

Jason Kosolofski, a recreation therapist at Carewest George 
Boyack, tells us about the activity station and the amazing 
impact it has on residents with dementia in more detail 
below:

What activities are included in the activity station?

The activities in the station include: therapy dolls, memory 
games, large piece puzzles, an activity apron, lacing games, 
animatronic pets, a plumber’s pipe set, an aromatherapy kit, 
paint with water pictures, and conversation cards.

How do these activities benefit residents with dementia?

Having a station like this available to use gives the recreation 
team the ability to bring activities to our residents. It can be 
taken to a quiet spot or even to a resident’s room. 

The station creates an instant space to spend one-to-
one time with residents who are anxious, sundowning (a 
symptom of dementia in which agitation and confusion 
worsens in the late afternoon or evening), easily distracted 
or simply just need more stimulation in their day.  

The activities found within the kit give the recreation team 
everything needed to run a one-to-one or sensory session.  
There are such a variety of tools within the kit that makes it 
easy to find something of interest for the large majority of 
the residents in our programs. 

The kit allows the Therapy Aide to change tools on the fly 
if one does not work, they can reach in the box and try 
another without disrupting the flow of the session. It is 
really a win-win for all parties involved.

How does donor support impact initiatives like this at 
Carewest facilities?

Without donor support, we simply would not have this type 
of equipment to help our residents living with dementia. 
Donor support helped us receive tools to bring valuable 
activities to those who might not be able to join group 
programs on our floors. 

They have helped staff feel empowered to be able to make 
a positive impact on a resident’s day. Most importantly, 
these donors directly impact the lives of people living with 
dementia by stimulating memories, creating smiles and the 
opportunity for a better quality of life!

By supporting Carewest, you are providing the quality of 
life you would want for your mother, brother, aunt, dearest 
friend or even yourself. 

Thank you for helping make Carewest home.

Activity Station at Carewest George Boyack courtesy of Calgary 
Health Trust donors.                       Photo courtesy Jason Kosolofski

Looking for information on Benefits or have questions?

Log in to Careweb to view all current information and 
forms in updated easy  to find drop down fields.  Under 
the Benefits tab you will find the following:

Benefits                                                                                                                                              
 
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Monthly premiums
• Benefit Handbooks
• Beneficiary Form
• Flexible Spending Account information > Discretionary 

form
• Maternity information
• Local Authorities Pension Plan (LAPP)
• Frequently Asked Questions
• LAPP overview
• Retirement

You will also find questions about correcting your pay, 
how to read your pay advices, having your vacation bank 
paid out, what to expect during maternity leave and what 
is covered by Carewest. 

You can also request your letters of Employment and 
portability on line via Careweb, add your email address on 
the request to receive it usually within 24 business hours.

You can now email all your Benefits  questions, issues and 
requests to us at  Cal.CarewestBenefits@ahs.ca

Many of those questions could be answered by visiting 
Careweb so please check there first for all your Benefits 
needs.

Did you know that staff filing an Expense Claim for mileage or 
other discretionary spending must follow a certain process? 
Find the process sheet in the right-hand-side widget area, 

right on the Benefits page.

Looking for something on Careweb? 
Don't know where to find it? 

Click to enter

Benefits on Careweb
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Farewell Nicter 
 

Farewell Karen

Trena Suarez, Recreation Therapist, is retiring from 
Carewest after 39 years of service to Calgary’s senior 
population. She has worked at Royal Park LTC and Sarcee 
RCTP for the last few years but has also worked at Fanning 
LTC and Glenmore Park and Fanning Day Hospital.                

Photo courtesy Stephanie Enns

Registered Nurse Patty Borden-Macrae holds up the first-
place ribbon won by 3 West staff in the pumpkin carving 
contest at Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning for their Creepy 
Freaky Coaster entry.         

Photo courtesy Ann-Marie Petersen

Rouleau five-year anniversary of reoccupation
Staff gather at Carewest 
Rouleau Manor to 
celebrate five years 
since the re-occupation 
of the care centre after 
the 2013 Calgary floods 
forced the evacuation of 
Carewest's 77 residents. 
Celebrations include a yoga 
class, chair massage and 
games. Pictured here are, 
back left, Janice Garcia, 
RA, Donna Catipay, RA, 
Melody Penney, RA and 
front left, Salwa Naalu, 
Mental Health Support 
Worker and Erika Wuschke, 
Business Office Clerk at the 
cupcake-decorating station. 
Congratulations to Carewest 
Rouleau Manor!

Photo by Samara Sinclair

 

What's happening
Operational Stress Injury Clinic expansion

Josie Hilera, foreground right, former Client Service 
Manager at Carewest George Boyack, poses with staff at 
the care centre during a going-away potluck they hosted for 
her prior to her move to Carewest Dr. Vernon Fanning. Josie 
begun her new role as Client Service Manager on 3 West at 
the end of October.

Photo by Samara Sinclair

Gordon Couch, Carewest Garrison Green resident, spent 
all summer preparing to return to golf with Recreation 
Therapist, Charlotte Jordan. Gordon started out putting in 
the halls of Garrison Green, next to the driving range and 
finally 9 holes at Shaganappi Golf Course to cap the summer 
off. Gordon said, “I was looking forward to this day all 
summer long, I was worried it wouldn’t happen, but when it 
did it was the best day.”       Photo courtesy Charlotte Jordan

around Carewest
Congratulations to the 
Carewest Operational Stress 
Injury (OSI) Clinic, which 
celebrated a grand opening 
of their new 2,200- sq.-ft. 
expansion at Market Mall 
with an open house, tours, 
cake and coffee.

The OSI Clinic is funded by 
Veterans Affairs Canada and 
supports former and current 
Canadian Forces members, 
and members of the RCMP 
suffering from an operational 
stress injury who require 
specialized assessment and 
treatment.

        
Photo by Samara Sinclair
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Sudoku
Level: Hard

How to play Sudoku
Fill in the game board so that every row and column of 

numbers contains all digits 1 through 9 in any order.  
Every 3 x 3 square of the puzzle must also include 

all digits 1 through 9. 

Beginnings
Change

Community
Creativity

Development
Family

Friends
Growth

Improvement
Merriment

Need
New

Positivity
Rebirth
Seasons
Support
Twenty

Year

Word Search 
Seasons and New Beginnings

5 Years 
Serena Boone

Tiffany Bowerman
Dorcas Busari
Naomi Chow
Iwona Ciezar

Joanne Marie Clavano
Joice Concepcion
Joseph Dela Cruz

Ryan Dingley
Geraldine Empic

Luzvisminda Escalera
Margaret Finley

Vivian Gaddi
Michelle Gonzales

Dilorom Khodjimatova
Karen Ann Lagahid

Emily Mandap
Luxvil Martinez

Laure Mputu
Francine Nicolas

Roberta Serra
Maricris Seto
Anil Sharma

Germaine Sibusubirwa Cika
Yeterefwork Simret
Josephine Sta Ana

Kristabella Tha
Aesha Turner

Madeleine Unkap
Kenneth Vestre

Mary Darlene Yapan
Hafida Aderkaoui

Leny Chris Becyagen
Gina Bolo

Jessica Boundridge
Seynabou Diop

Bridget Ejegi
Marissa Esperanzate

Ronie Gavino
Carleen Hansen
Victoria Idoko
Johanna Kong

Noriel Mendoza
Hector Olegario

Oluseun Onasanya
Maria Oruketoh

Janet Palicpic
Melodivina Penney

Cyrus Preglo
Shella Sambum
Leah Tandingan

Heather Thompson
Jettrink Abela

Anjana Acharya
Adeyinka  Adedeji
Melonie Arreglado
Marigane Babaran
Bomie Bracewell

Maria Buiza
Maureen Caput

Donnalyn Catipay
Jasbir Grewal

Sylvie Kavugho
Rex Lumanlan

Lilibeth Macaso
Agnes Ngetich

Maria Felina Orcena
Laura Radomsky

Chandra Rana
Vivian Reyes

Charanjit Ubhi

November, December and January's Service Award winners have provided kind and compassionate care 
 and service to Carewest residents and clients for 5, 10 and even up to 45 years.  

Thank you for your service, commitment and dedication!  

20 Years Annalyn Liu
Cheryl Schlefendorf

Mary Jane Stevenson
Veronica Cools

Annabelle Dequinco
Maria Chona King

Adelaida Maroti
Luba Wilson

Helenita Carpentero
Steve Ceglarek
Harjit Dhaliwal
Coralia Rivas

Service Awards 

30 Years 
Fausat Adeoshun
Chrisentia Arum
Shauna Graham

25 Years
Cuiying Guo

Geeta Narang

10 Years 
Meseret Eshete

Sylvia Ng
Candice E Oviatt
Jocelyn Perkins
Andrea Sonpal

Theresa Velasco
Ma Elizabeth Bacanaya

Adeline Dangalan

Sithy Packir
Donna Wachtler

Seong-Kyung Cho
Antoinette Gurdely

Christian Pare
Jessielyn Polintan

Louella Ragel
Tanya Reisner

15 Years Lisa Demoline
Crystal Dyck

Gianna Escalante
Maridel Esteban

Rosela Langcuyan
Deborah Reykdal
Arnel Montoya

Coffee break 
Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications & Marketing

Sources: www.armoredpenguin.com & www.sudokuessentials.com

35 Years
Dorothy Allan

45 Years
Celia Reandelar

Merry Christmas 
and Happy New 

Year 
from Carewest!Thanks to the recreation therapy team at Carewest Dr. Vernon 

Fanning, who went above and beyond to make the care centre 
look festive!

Photo courtesy Vaughan Denscombe
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Carewrite is produced quarterly. We welcome your submissions.  
Please contact Samara Sinclair, Manager, Communications & Marketing
E-mail: samara.sinclair@ahs.ca  Tel: 403-943-8158
Fax: 403-943-8122 Attention Samara Sinclair
Special thanks to Freepik.com, which supplied all illustrations unless otherwise noted

Carewrite

Residents and families at Carewest Colonel Belcher were treated to a surprise visit from Alberta Premier Jason Kenney, who 
stopped in to meet veterans and thank them for their service this Remembrance Day. Here, he stops for a photo with Belcher 
resident Walter George and his family. Premier Kenney was joined by Alberta Minister of Seniors and Housing Josephine Pon 
and MLA Calgary-Varsity Jason Copping.                                                                                                             Photo by Samara Sinclair
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